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Planning Pastoral Responses
Organized by the Office of Hispanic Ministry
Action Plan: Next Steps
Executive Report
On October 6, 2018, representatives of several parishes of the Diocese of Joliet gathered to
discuss the four areas identified as priorities to be discussed in the pastoral activities of the
communities of faith. While conversing, they were also generating answers to the question:
How can Diocesan Pastoral Team help parishes and Apostolic movements to concretize
ministerial activities that respond directly to the four pastoral priorities encountered in the
process of the Diocesan V Encuentro?
“The four pastoral priorities that emerged from the diocesan process of the V Encuentro challenge us to
focus our ministerial efforts on the families. The family as it is lived in the everyday reality of the Catholic
Hispanics in the Diocese of Joliet. The Diocesan Pastoral Team realizes the greater need for a ministryfamily specific at parish level, where church structures accompany and not merely organize activities for
families.
A family-centered ministry with the intentional involvement of young people, as an integral element of
the family, not as two separate entities.
A family-centered ministry where all members of all ages receive Pastoral Formation appropriate to
their needs and realities, with the aim of taking the protagonist role and committed in the
transformation of the social and ecclesial realities, capable of responding to the social and pastoral
challenges that prevent the Hispan@s-Latin @ from living their faith and Develop their potential as
active members of the church and society.
A ministry centered on the embodied family in the Social justice, which embraces its call to be a domestic
church and decidedly goes out to the periphery, with the joy of being called for missionary discipleship.”

To generate these responses, the participatory methodology® was followed proposed by the
Institute of Cultural Affairs. This methodology is based on the consensus method which
ensures that no one dominates the conversation or work on a single idea, but rather the final
product will be the fruit that the entire group of participants has generated. The methodology
used also insured both the diversity of ideas and the full participation of all people.
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The process of the day had two working sessions in the morning and two in the afternoon. It
was Organized with the following activities:
1) A practical shared vision;
2) SWOT analysis;
3) Actions to implement; and
4) Scheduling of actions. This report will include these four steps for each of the four
focus areas.

THE ACTION PLANNING PROCESS THAT WE PROPOSED AND IMPLEMENTED, FOLLOWED
THE FOLLOWING STEPS
1.

Identifying Achievement. (For each of the Four Pastoral priorities Previously identified.)
This exercise creates a short-term visual vision of the results, their impact, and the
projects to reach that vision.
A. Families. A specific ministry at the parish level, where church structures accompany
and not merely organize activities for the Families.
B. Jóvenes. A family-centered ministry with the intentional involvement of the
jóvenes, as an integral element of the family, not as two separate entities.
C. Pastoral Formation. A family-centered ministry where all members of all ages
receive a Pastoral Formation adequate to their needs and realities, with the aim of
taking the protagonist role and committed the transformation of the social and
ecclesial realities, capable of responding to the social and pastoral challenges that
prevent the Hispan@s-Latin@s live their faith and develop their potential as active
members of the Church and society.
D. Social Justice. A ministry centered and embodied in the Social justice, embracing its
call to be a domestic church and decidedly goes forth to the peripheries, with the joy
of being called to missionary discipleship. "
The diagram of Achievement Identification has this picture
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2.

S.W.O.T. Analysis (For each of the four previously identified pastoral priorities.) The
SWOT matrix is an analysis tool that can be applied to any situation that is acting as an
object of study at a certain moment in time. It is as if you were taking an "x-ray" of a
specific situation that you are studying. SWOT is an acronym for Strengths,
Opportunities, Weaknesses and Threats. Strengths and weaknesses are the attributes
that are brought (internal), while opportunities and threats are the attributes found in
the context (external).
The diagram of Achievement Identification Has this picture
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3.

Group dialogue (4 Groups/Pastoral areas) This step is based on the vision and the SWOT
exercise to focus the group on what they are willing to commit to achieve. Declaring the
commitment ensures that the group's plans are reality-based, realistic and inspiring, and
creates a basis for success. In the light of today's reality, what is the achievement to
which the group is going to commit? (This is creating the goal for the year. Here's a
variation between the long-term conversation to a concrete conversation for the year. It
is also noteworthy that it is not a question of creating "work" for other people, but it is a
conversation that opens spaces for the participants to take responsibility for the
implementation of the plan.)
•
Brainstorming appropriate and necessary concrete actions to complete the
annual achievement
•
Organization of ideas with similar intentions
•
Creating an image or slogan that inspire the group

4.

Scheduling actions (Including quarterly monitoring dates.) By scheduling the actions in
the projections list, the sequence of actions is visually displayed, including the activity of
origin, ongoing activities and how the victory will be seen that have been committed
when completed. This step also names the people who assume responsibility for
making the activity a reality.
•
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Organizing and naming implementation teams

As people see that they have publicly declared their commitment, it becomes even clearer who
is really committed to this plan of action and therefore its viability and probability of success. If
there is a team with a coordinating person, the responsibility is shared, and people feel less
overwhelmed.
Here is the summary of the result of the work. Any questions or comments, please contact the
Institute for Growth and Development by phone at (312) 972-3326, or email
adavila@institutegd.org
We appreciate that you have selected the Institute for Growth and Development to facilitate
this dialogue and the elaboration of the Pastoral Action Plan, as well as its monitoring over the
next 12 months.
May God and the Blessed Virgin accompany us in this day illuminating us in the implementation
stage.
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2018
Families
2019
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Inclusive Church
Family
Formation

Family Unit

Bilingual Church

Decisions and
Responsibilities

Involve the
Jóvenes

More
opportunities to
grow spiritually

Social events at
the family level

Bilingual Diocesan
Programs

Be Part of Decision
making with Diocese

Formation for
Jóvenes

Continuation of
faith with families

Family Retreats

Multicultural
Training
Workshops

Support for diocesan
pastoral movements

Programs for
Jóvenes

Promote vocations
to religious life

Family Holy Hour

Bilingual
Resources

Helping families in
Crisis

Children's
Ministry

Biblical Formation

Senior Citizen
Retreats

Family Support
(bilingual
programs)

Psychological
support Parish Level

Apostolic
Ministries to
support the
parishes

Senior Citizen
Activities

Bilingual Diocesan
Programs

Post Marriage
programs

Accept all families

Cultural programs

Family Retreats

Family Masses

more liturgies

Premarital training

Parenting School

Couples Training
Group
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Preparation for
diverse families

Families

SWOT Analysis

Strength
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Desire to be heard
Committed laity
Share Our roots and cultures
Work in conjunto
Union of Talents
Support in academic training (ESCAP)
Good leadership
Spiritual Breeding

Weaknesses
•
•
•
•
•
•

Opportunities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Growth of jóvenes in our Diocese
Culture likes to celebrate
Strong family bonds
Lots of talents and gifts
The Way of Hispanic ministry
Sense of belonging
Quinceañera Programs

Little physical presence of the bishop
with the Hispanic community
Communication barriers between our
leaders
More participation of the clergy to create
unity in the communities.
Little interest in participating in the
programs. (Community)
Scarce resources to implement new
programss
Little interest to participate in the
formation of our young

Threats
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Social media
Miscommunication
Time management
Lead by example
Lack of resources (mental health)
No home behavior support system
Social economics

Families
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Current Situation and Projections

Actions
(Achievements)

Current Situation

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
We have families at risk of
disintegration for lack of
God in their lives, and for
not knowing where to ask
for help.
Lack of family unity
Lack of commitment of laity
and clergy.
There are no economic
resources.
There is not enough
involvement of committed
laity.
Little participation and
interest in taking advantage
of existing programs
Communication barriers
between our leaders.
Scarcity and low availability
of resources for spiritual
formation

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

That each parish creates a
list of available resources, of
both formation and help.
Have all that information
together in a database of
the Department of Pastoral
Concerns.
Make a campaign of
information as in fairs,
flyers, presentations in all
the parishes.
Schedule the parish
calendar at the beginning of
the year with retreats.
After each retreat evaluate
all the work and do proper
follow-ups.
Make invitations in
newsletters and from
person to person.
Confirm participation and
follow-up.
To form a family Pastoral
committee in each parish,
to work in Conjunto.
Find agency, sponsor to lead
the aide
Motivate them to have
Pastoral Formation.

Fruits Generated
(Results)
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make a list of resources and
formation resources and
create a campaign to
promote them in all
parishes of the diocese.
Schedule three retreats
every year.
Attendance of ten minimum
Work in Conjunto with
priests and lay people.
Get specific help for families
in Crisis.
Family pastoral formation
for laity.
Leadership Formation.
Continuation of spiritual
formation after the
sacraments

Families
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Annual Calendar

Families
Action
1. To form a Family Pastoral Committee in each parish and
work in Conjunto.

Calendar 2018-2019
1st Quarter

2nd Quarter

3rd Quarter

X

2. That each parish creates a list of the resources available
for both training and aide.

X

3. Have all the information in a single database of the EDP
pastoral issues.

X

4. To make information campaign, in fairs, flyers and
presentations in each parish.

X

5. Make invitations in newsletters and from person to
person.

X

6. Confirm participation and follow-up.

X

7. Schedule each parish’s calendar at the beginning of the
year with their retreats.
8. Find agencies, sponsors, to financially support retreats.

4th Quarter

X
X

9. After each retreat and activity evaluate.

X

10. Give them the motivation to continue forming.

X
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First Quarter Activities
Name of achievement (WHO): Getting help for families in crisis

Systemic Action: Families

Intention (why): Unity and Pastoral Formation for families

Start day:
Date to complete:

Implementation steps (How)

Who

When

Where

1. Form a family Pastoral committee in each parish that wants to
participate.
a. Get List of churches
b. Report the churches to the team members.
c. Write a letter of the proposal
d. Have a list of interested parishes.
e. Get contact from the key person for communication.

•
•
•
•

Araceli
Aurora
Aurora
Juan

•

30 January

2) Schedule each parish’s calendar at the beginning of year with
their retreats and activities.

•

Rosalía

•

30 January

Coordinator
•

Team
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Key contributors
•

Peter Newburn

Indicators for evaluation

Budget

Next meeting

Young Latin@
Adults
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2018 2019

Church: Alive, United and Missionary
Christ Alive
Jóvenes
Expressing their
faith
Respect Faith
journey
Jóvenes in other
parishes
Social services
Formation to live
out the faith
Faith Activities
Promote
Vocational
Formation
Biblical
Formation
Community
Involvement
opportunities
jóvenes
(No groups)
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Living Church
Jóvenes in
church
Freedom of
expression
Not judging
Our voices taken
Seriously
Jóvenes
Motivated
(not forced)
Active in the life
of the parish
Knowledge
about Diocesan
activities
Jóvenes Involved
in Catechesis
Personal
Respect

New
Evangelization
Jóvenes
Evangelizing
leaders
Formed leaders
(open minded)
Joven Evangelizing
Joven
Jóvenes exiting
Leadership
formation for
Jóvenes
Jóvenes
evangelizing
Entire Community
Jóvenes
Participating in
their ideas

Spiritual
Union

Accompany as in
Emmaus

Christ
Centered

Adults Walking with
young people

Juvenil
Adoration

Advisors with
genuine intentions

Joy of the Youth

Pastoral de conjunto

Juvenil Prayer
Space
Jóvenes in
different
encuentros
Facilitate
encounters with
Christ

From joven to the
young
Jóvenes Guiding
Adults
Accompaniment

Latin@ Young Adults

SWOT Analysis

Strengths
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LYAN: Create the space to express
ourselves
ESCAP: Pastoral Formation
Fe y Vida: Pastoral Juvenil formation
Young people attract other young people
Adults formed in Pastoral Juvenil
We are respected and valued
Community/Young Church
EDP: Contribution of ideas to the
diocesan level

Opportunities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Formation
Funds
Voice
Work
Social Support
Spiritual Support
Connections

Weaknesses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Closed Minds
Fear of expression
Lack of confidence
Lack of support
Lack of shared leadership
Lack of understanding
Lack of understanding about the Mission

Threats
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mass media
Highlights gaps of the church and
discarding its virtues
Lack of knowledge, support and
communication at the diocesan and
ecclesial parish level
False understanding of what the church is
inside and outside/judgement
New spiritual tendencies that do not
require commitment to religious
structures
Family attacks
Individualism
Lack of motivation

Latin@ Young Adults
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Current Situations and Projections

Current situation
•
•
•
•
•

LYAN
Sponsorship for Fe y Vida.
Respect and value our
Culture.
Formed/Educated Leaders
from our Parish
Communities.
Openness to our work.

Fruits generated
(results)

Actions (achievements)
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Fundraising initiatives.
Ask what funds we can
count on, create a clear
budget proposal.
Focus on the parish that we
already do ministry with
youth to make sure that it is
Pastoral Juvenil.
Identify needs of Parish and
Strengths
Identify the needs of the
youth
Develop a working
relationship with the priest
Listening session to decide
what topics are interesting
for youth and young adults.
Look for programs that exist
and use what we can to
form YA and youth.
Elizabeth and Edgar
represent YA in EDP for the
next six months, rotate at
every six months.
Reps report back to LYAN
St. Alexander, St. Jude, St.
Pius, St. Alexis: commit to
seek the pastoral Council’s
support.
Seek diocesan support when
needed
Seek support from LYAN
when needed.

•
•
•
•
•

Diocesan Budget for LYAN
Develop Pastoral Juvenil at
every parish
ESCAP for Jóvenes
Participation from Jóvenes
in EDP
Parish council creates
space for youth or young
adult.

Latin@ Young Adults
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Annual Calendar
Calendar 2018-2019

Latin@ Young Adults
Action

1st Quarter

Workshop Profetas de Esperanza

x

Listening Sessions for Formation

x
x
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x

x
x

YA Leaders in Consejo Pastoral
Budget Plan

3rd Quarter

4th Quarter

x

Formation for YA Leaders
YA Leaders at EDP

2nd Quarter

x

x

First Quarter Activities
Systemic Action:

Name of Achievement (What): Workshop Profetas de Esperanza

Latin@ Young Adults

Intention: Pastoral Formation in ‘Pastoral Juvenil’

Start date:
Date to complete: NOV 3

Implementation Steps (How)

Who

When

1. Make the Plan.

• Elizabeth B.

NOV 3

2. Review, Prophets of Hope.

• Team

NOV 3

3. Material

• Committees

NOV 3

4. Propaganda

• Mayra G.

NOV 3

5. Find space

• Mayra G.
• William B.

NOV 3

6. Form work Teams

• Elizabeth B.

NOV 3

7. Choir

• Mayra
• Isidoro

NOV 3

8. Priest

• Elizabeth B.

NOV 3

9. Date

January 11,12,13

Coordinator
• Elizabeth B.
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Key contributors
• Mayra
• Carlos
• Jose R

Indicators for evaluation
•

All Team

Budget

Where

Next meeting

Pastoral Formation
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2018
2019

Ongoing Formation of Missionary Disciples

COMPREHENSIVE
TRAINING

DIOCESAN
MINISTRY OF
FORMATION

INTENTIONAL
PASTORAL DE
CONJUNTO

The one that drives

More important

What benefits most

Financial support
P/Leadership
Formation

School of Integral
formation of
diocesan parish

Clergy-Diocesan
working together

Well-equipped
building for
training

Formalize
Diocesan
Resource
Directory

Diocesan
Formation Team

Parochial and
Diocesan School

Liturgical training
in Spanish

Family Friendly
Pastoral
Formation

Share Resources
Parish Diocese

BILINGUAL

Deacon Formation Parish Training
in Spanish
Team
Official Pastoral
Formation
Program
Increase Hispanic
staff for Pastoral
Formation
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Vocational
training in Spanish

ESCAP

TRAINING

RESOURCES
Most difficult

Certified People in Facilitate-step
training to
Bible studies
practice
Comprehensive
training Program
Es-I-P-H

NETWORK OF

The easiest

Formalize Parish
Resource
Directories

Pastoral
Formation

SWOT analysis

Strength

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There is a diocesan Pastoral team
ESCAP at the diocesan level
Parishes involved/integrated
Diocesan Hispanic Office
Formation to the EDP
Hispanic Deacons in formation
Youth Pastoral Formation
Motivation in the Hispanic people

•
•
•
•
•

Universities with pastoral formation
Institutions – Fe y vida
Resources: Scholarships, donations material
Nacional Encuentro has opened doors
National and international meetings – youth,
families, catechists.
• Formation programs – Biblical, liturgy, etc.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of knowledge of technology
Fear of rejection
Lack of perseverance
Lack of initiative
Negative competition
Not wanting to share gifts, talents and
resources
• Lack of coherence

• Demand too much
• Lack of lay and Clerical commitment
• Threat of generalizing training (one size fits
all)
• Few people prepared for formation
• responsible Directors do not want to
respond or make way to respond
• Lack of will (allocate money)
• That don't believe of us being capable

Pastoral Formation
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Current Situation and projections

Current Situation

Actions (Achievements)

Fruits Generated
(Results)

• Lack of Inter-diocesan
communication.

• Collect all available training
resources in one place and
distribute them in parishes.

• Resource Directory available.

• ESCAP

• Re-evaluating the program
formalize the training team
and that same team should
work on the public relations
of the program.

• Finish 2019 with twenty-five
new ESCAP students.

• Open spaces specific
training: e.g. Bible liturgy.

• Schedule two trainings for
liturgical – related ministries.
• Continue biblical formation.

• Formalize liturgical and
biblical trainings.

Pastoral Formation
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Annual Calendar

Pastoral

Calendar 2018-2019

Action

1st Quarter

Resource directory.

Time period
compilation of the
info.

Schedule two Liturgical-related training sessions and
continue biblical formation. (Review these actions)

Identify certified
personnel.

ESCAP – DPT/EDP define curriculum, for new students.

This training team
can help the
diocese to be
informed about the
“ESCAP”
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2nd Quarter

3rd Quarter

4th Quarter

Draft review,
Editor

Ready campaign
Design

Available to all

Schedule
Place, time,
requirements.
Promotion
campaign

Workshops

Workshops

First quarter activities
Systematic action:

Pastoral 1

Name of achievement (which): Resource Directory

Intention (why): Publish Official Directory

Start date:
Date to complete:

Implementation steps (How)

Who

When

Other details

1. Time period compilation of directory information

• William Becerra
• EDP Training
Group

January – March 2019

Meet in December
2018 to create the
directory

2. Draft, review calendar edit.

• William Becerra
• EDP Training
Group

April – June

Review, Editorial for
content verification.

3. Complete Directory design campaign

• William Becerra
• EDP Training
Group

July - September

Final version

4. Implementation (Publication)

• William Becerra
• EDP Training
Group

October - December

Presentation
explanation of the
directory availability
to all

Coordinating Person
• W. Becerra
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Key contributors
• EDP Training Group

Indicators for evaluation
Review Monthly of status in the
media

Budget

Next meeting

Quarterly activities
Systematic action:

Name of the achievement That: Formalize Training for liturgical
Ministries

Pastoral 2

Intention (why): Training Plan to train liturgical Ministries

Start date:
Date to complete:

Implementation steps (How)
1. Schedule two liturgical-related trainings.

Who
• W.B. / M.H.
• EDP Training
Group
• William Becerra
• EDP Training
Group

2. Identify personnel

3. Continue Bible Training

• William Becerra
• EDP Training
Group

4. Workshops
Coordinating Person
• Team
• W. Becerra
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Key contributors
• EDP Training Group

Indicators for evaluation
• Active and quantitative
participation in
workshops.

When
• January – March

Other details
Creation of a calendar
focused on training
liturgical ministerial
servers.

• January – March

• April – June

Maintain the
participation of existing
Biblical course.

• August-November

Implement workshops at
the Regional or parish
level depending on need

Budget

Next meeting

Quarterly activities
Systematic action:

Name of the achievement (Which): Finish the 2019 with 25 students in
the first year ESCAP

Pastoral 3

Intention (why): Perseverance and will continue in progress.

Start date:
Date to complete:

Implementation steps (How)

Who

Other

Other details

1. Evaluate the ESCAP plan

• Parishes with ESCAP
students
• W.B.

• 2018

Nov. 2018 each parish
Evaluate ESCAP
students

2. Define curriculum for new students.

• William Becerra
• EDP Training Group

• 2018

3. Make a public relations Plan for program information.

• William Becerra
• EDP Training Group

• January – March

Coordinating person
• Equipo
• W. Becerra
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Key contributors
• EDP Training Group

Indicators for evaluation
• Students with certification

Budget

For everyone to know
the objective and
purpose of Ed ESCAP

Next meeting

Social Justice
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2018
2019

Verb not Adjective
Network of
Justice

Advocacy

The most
important thing

The most
beneficial

Network of
Social Justice

Immigration
Advocacy

Resource
information
(booklet)

Integration

Evangelization
Training

The most driving

The easiest

Social Integration

Medicare For all

Identify leaders
with a passion for
social justice

advocacy group
(legislation)

Self-esteem
Counseling

Access to quality
Health Care to all

Social Justice
Education (leaders)

APP Info on
immigration
raids

Immigration
reform

Higher Education

Elder Care

evangelizing Church
of Social Justice

Parish Social
Justice teams

United Families
(immigration)

Labor rights

Free Education to
College

Include other areas
of social justice

Define Justice Vs
Charity

DACA

Information for
retirement

Public
transportation

Relations with
politicians

Extension of TPS
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The hardest

Services

Social Justice

SWOT Analysis

Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pastor's support
Social Justice Group
Religious and lay leaders
Community that supports
Vision and Strategic Plan
Resources provided by the diocese
Parish/Diocese Training

V Encuentro impact
Committed leader
We are the largest group
We are committed
Youngest ethnic group
Extended family
Shared identity and customs

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Immigrant community – object of injustice
Lack of unity
Exclusion
Lack of interest and initiative
Selfishness, conformity
Fears...
Lack of communication and lack of
education, lack of resources

Structural racism
Language Barrier
Today's politics
Pastor's Access
Lack of resources
Lack of organization/commitment
Lack of support from existing ministries
Lack of monetary preparation

Social Justice
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Current Situation and Projections

Actions
(Achievements)

Current Situation
•
•
•
•
•
•

Only one group of peace
and justice
No existence of network,
not many parish social
action groups.
Ignorance in Social justice
of priests.
Catholic Charities has
counselors.
Great need for assistance
In some churches lack of
official Hispanic ministry.

•
•

Identify committed leaders.
Communicating the need for
a Social justice group
• Train the leaders.
• Establish a relationship with
organizations
Establish resources and Comm.
To Parish.

Fruits Generated
(Results)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establish a group of peace
and Social Justice in each
parish.
Identify and act of other
Social Justice issues other
than immigration
To train the leaders of
peace and justice.
Establish access to
counseling in the parishes
Establish advocacy groups.
Book of APP resources by
region (human services).

Social Justice
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Annual Calendar

Social Justice

2018-2019 Calendar

Action

1st Quarter

Identify committed leaders.

2nd Quarter

3rd Quarter

4th Quarter

X

Communicating the need for a Social Justice group

X

Leadership Training

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

Establish a relationship with organizations
Establish a relationship with organizations
Establish resources and communicate it to the parishes.
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X

First Quarter Activities
Systematic Action:

Achievement Name (What): Establish relationship with organizations

Social Justice

Intention (why): Booklet of Resources

Start date:
Date to complete:

Implementation steps (How)

Who

When

1. Identify organizations and contacts already existent.

• Karina

• Nov. 2, 2018

2. Confirm / Update Contacts

• Lizzeth
• Karina
• Maricela

• Nov. 8, 2018

3. Description of Services- organized by region or county.

• Lizzeth
• Karina
• Maricela

• Nov. 29, 2018

Coordinating Person
•

Karina
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Key contributors
•
•

Lizzeth
Maricela

Indicators for evaluation
•

Alex

Budget

Where

Next meeting

First quarter activities

Systematic Action:

Accomplishment Name (What): Identify committed leaders

Social Justice

Intention (Why): Form a network of Social Justice

Start date:
Date to complete:

Implementation Steps (Like)

Who

When

Other Details

1. Organize list of interested leaders that participated in the V
Encuentro

• Manuela

• Oct. 31st, 2018

• Distribute list to
group OT. 31st,
2018

2. Call leaders, ask them to identify S.J. leaders in their parish.

•
•
•
•

• Nov. 16th, 2018

• Meeting Dec. 7th
@ 6:30pm BCC

Coordinating Person
•

Edith
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Key contributors
•
•

Eulalia
Veronica

Alejandra
Manuel
Lizzeth
Edith

Indicators for evaluation
•

Alex

Budget

Next meeting

Integrated Annual Calendar

Calendar 2018-2019
Action

1st
Quarter

2nd
Quarter

3rd
Quarter

4th
Quarter

Families
1)

To form a Family Pastoral Committee in each Parish and work in Conjunto.

2)

That each parish creates a list of the resources available for both training and
help. That each parish creates a list of the resources available for both training
and assistance.

X

3)

Have all the information in the same database of the DEP pastoral issues.

X

4)

To make an information campaign, in fairs, flyers, and presentations in each
parish.

X

5)

Make invitations in bulletins and person to person.

X

6)

Confirm participation and follow-up.

X

7)

Schedule each parish's calendar at the beginning of the year with their retreats.

8)

Find agencies, sponsors, to have support for retreats.

9)

Do an evaluation after every retreats and activities

X

X
X
X

10) Give them the motivation continue formation

X

Latin@ Young Adults
11) Workshop- Profetas de Esperanza/Prophets of Hope

x

12) Listening Session for Formation

x

13) Formation for YA Leaders
14) YA Leaders at EDP

x
x

15) YA Leaders in Pastoral Council
16) Budget Plan
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x

x
x

x

x

Calendar 2018-2019
Action

1st
Quarter

2nd
Quarter

3rd
Quarter

4th
Quarter

Time period
compilation of the
info.

Draft review, Editor

Ready
campaign
Design

Available to all

Workshops

Workshops

Pastoral Formation
17) Resource directory

18) Schedule two Liturgical related trainings and continue Bible sessions

19) ESCAP – To define curriculum for new students

Identify certified
personnel.

Schedule
Place, time,
requirements.
Promotion campaign

How could this
training team help
the diocese be
informed about
"ESCAP"

Social Justice
20) Identify committed leaders

X

21) Communicating the need for a Social justice group

X

22) Leadership Training

X

X

X

X

23) Establish a relationship with organizations

X

24) Establish a relationship with organizations

X

25) Establish resources and communicate it to the parishes

X
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Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations
On Saturday, October 6th, 2018, the conversation about the planning of pastoral responses
took place. It could be said that the greatest achievement of this experience was the
commitment and the level of participation of the people present. Despite being dealing with
four issues at the same time, with a considerable number of people, their commitment made
the activity a success in many respects.
The activity has generated this working document. It is an action plan and it can be treated as a
list and a schedule of activities to bring about ways of supporting the rest of the communities
that are representing the participating people.
The work presented here, is the result of several hours of conversations that were based on the
recognition that people are unique and unrepeatable and therefore each brings something
valuable to the conversation and that without their contribution, the conversation would be
incomplete. Each of the four pastoral priorities now has specific activities, schedule and with
respective work teams, that will help in the implementation and monitoring over the next year.
To ensure the success of this activity, we make the following recommendations:
1. That the coordinators of each activity invite someone to take the general coordination
to create clear relationships of mutual responsibility. At the end of this document we
include a description of what an implementation leader is.
2. That an operating system is created to regularly monitor (every 2 weeks) the progress
and situations to be addressed to maximize the possible fruits.
3. That the coordinating persons of the activities meet monthly to monitor the progress of
the coordination.
4. To use the Growth and Development Institute as an available resource to support them
in the implementation of the Plan.
5. Document each meeting you have about the implementation of this plan with the
intention of identifying what is working and what is not working to make the necessary
adjustments.
6. To start designing an annual assessment to measure the efficiency and effectiveness
with which they have leveraged their talents.

"Everything is possible for the one who believes"
(Mc 9,23b)
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Role of the leading implementation person
Overview
The leader in implementing the action plan is designed to coordinate the implementation of the
action plan.
General objective of The Coordinating person:
Ensure that the different teams effectively implement the designed actions.

Description of the FSP implementation leader role:
• Maintain the implementation schedule, for example, schedule regular implementation
meetings.
• Monitor progress with leading people in each pastoral priority, the current situation of
the implementation and talk about how to overcome obstacles when they arise.
• Facilitate the conversation to evaluate the achievements /results and adjust the plan of
action appropriately.
• Communicate with the Office of Hispanic Ministry regularly to review progress and solve
problems and identify opportunities in each circumstance.
• Communicate with the Institute of Growth and Development when you need help with
a specific initiative in the plan.
• Prepare reports for the regular implementation update meeting of the plan.
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Instituto para el Crecimiento y Desarrollo
(Personal, Ministerial y Profesional)
www.institutegd.org
adavila@institutegd.org
(312) 972-3326
(The Webpage page will be available on November 1, 2018)
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